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Executive Summary

Students have become increasingly reliant on student loans as college tuition continues to rise far faster than inflation and family incomes. Much of this increased borrowing has taken place through the federal student loan program, which was responsible for roughly 90 percent of student loans issued in 2015.

Although federal loans dominate student lending, a small private student loan market still exists, comprising roughly 9 percent of the student loans disbursed in 2015. With the rise in delinquencies and defaults on federal loans, along with continued concerns about tuition inflation, some have argued that private student loans should play a larger role in financing students. In theory, private lenders could underwrite loans on the basis of program value—the return students reap for the money they invest—thereby injecting greater market discipline than the federal loan programs, which lend to any accredited program at almost any price.

To assess the likelihood of these predicted benefits, it would be helpful to know more about the criteria that private lenders use today in making loans to students. Specifically, do lenders mainly use traditional underwriting criteria—such as credit scores—that look backward at a student’s prior (and often limited) experience with debt? Or do they look forward to consider how such an investment could transform a student’s earning potential in the future?

To shed light on these questions, this paper employs a mix of data analysis and qualitative interviews with private student lenders and other industry experts. We find that the current private loan market appears to be largely backward-looking, relying on traditional underwriting models to make loans. The likely result is that many students with high potential but a thin credit history and no access to a creditworthy cosigner are not able to get a private loan.

To this point, we find that more than 90 percent of undergraduate loans are cosigned, and low-income borrowers are less likely to rely on private loans than their higher-income peers, even when they face similarly high net prices. Because lenders are underwriting on the basis of cosigner credit rather than student and program characteristics, they may not foster as much market discipline as policymakers might hope.

That said, a growing number of newer lenders—including MPower Financing, Skills Fund, Pave, Climb Credit, and others—are using a wider array of forward-looking criteria such as institutional quality and the likely return on investment of the student’s program of study. While growing quickly, however, these firms are still quite small when compared to existing student lenders.

We identify several factors that discourage lenders from adopting innovative underwriting approaches. Some of these, such as the time it takes to develop investor confidence in new models, are intrinsic to the market. At the same time, there are steps policymakers can take to foster a wider array of forward-looking lending options for students. These include: investigating and clarifying the degree to which fair lending laws may inhibit forward-looking underwriting models; providing additional data to increase transparency around student outcomes; and capping federal PLUS loans to limit risks to students and taxpayers while creating additional space for innovative private lending options to emerge.

Finally, policymakers interested in a more expansive role for private loans should be wary of using generous federal guarantees as a means to achieving that goal. Guarantees reinforce the most significant flaw in the current system: loans are given out with little regard for whether students will be able to pay them back. In contrast, the promise of new
forward-looking lenders is that by underwriting based on students’ potential—rather than their background—these organizations can expand opportunity while strengthening market discipline. Greater market discipline, in turn, can foster a system that is more affordable and higher quality.
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A s the growth in college tuition has far outpaced inflation and family incomes, student loans have become essential to financing higher education for the majority of American students. According to a 2015 analysis by Mark Kantrowitz, 70.9 percent of bachelor’s degree recipients now rely on student loans (federal or private) to help cover the cost of college attendance. This is up from 53.7 percent two decades earlier in 1994.\(^1\) The average debt load of graduates has also jumped markedly over that period, from $17,871 to $35,051 (in constant 2015 dollars), almost a twofold increase.\(^2\)

Students have largely relied on federal student loans to meet their growing financing needs. Under the Federal Direct Loan Program, the Department of Education made $85.7 billion in loans directly to students in 2015; $62.1 billion of those loan dollars went to undergraduates.\(^3\) Before 2010, the federal portfolio also included private student loans guaranteed under the now-defunct Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFELP).

Overall, the federal government disbursed $59.4 billion (in 2014 dollars) in student loans in 2004. That total has increased almost 50 percent since then. Federal loans now represent roughly 90 percent of student loan originations annually.\(^4\)

Despite the dominance of federal loans in student lending, a private student loan market—where banks or other private firms make loans directly to students outside of the federal loan program—still exists. In 2014–15, private lenders issued $9 billion in new student loans, constituting roughly 9 percent of the overall student loan market that year.\(^5\)

These loans are distinct from guaranteed loans made under FFELP, which were essentially federal loans made by private banks. Unlike FFELP loans, private student lenders have full control over terms and are not insulated from default by any federal guarantee. Whereas the federal loan program operates as an entitlement, private lenders set their own lending and underwriting standards designed to maximize their portfolio’s performance.

In response to the explosion in federal student loan debt and consequent rise in default and delinquency rates, some policymakers and researchers on the right have argued that private student loans should play a larger role in financing students. Some make the case that taxpayers cannot continue to shoulder the risk of lending ever-larger amounts—often for programs of dubious educational value—as tuition levels rise at a rapid clip.\(^6\) Others have noted that because the federal loan programs lend money to any high school graduate to attend any accredited college at almost any price, they likely contribute to tuition inflation and prop up low-quality colleges.\(^7\)

Indeed, recent research suggests that increases in the availability of federal loans enable and perhaps encourage colleges to raise their tuition.\(^8\) In theory, private lenders could limit the availability of credit based on program price, quality, and expected earnings. By only lending money to students attending programs where benefits are commensurate to their costs, these private lenders could inject a degree of market discipline that is sorely lacking under the status quo.\(^9\)

These predictions about the benefits of private lending sound great, especially compared to the existing federal student loan mess. But in debating the role of private loans, it is important to look more closely at how the market currently functions, particularly the criteria that private lenders use in making loans to students.

How much do students rely on private lenders in today’s higher education market, and who uses them? Do private lenders underwrite on the basis of traditional
measures of creditworthiness—credit scores and the availability of a cosigner (someone who can cover the student’s obligation if he or she fails to repay it)? Or do they include other information about prospective borrowers, such as a student’s choice of institution, field of study, or academic performance? How might existing policies and regulations affect lending behavior? The answers to these questions have implications for debates about how policymakers might create space for private financing to further public goals.

This paper examines these questions with a mix of data analysis and qualitative interviews with lenders and other industry experts. We provide a summary of the existing private student loan market, examine the status quo in underwriting, and take a look at lenders that are experimenting with new underwriting models. We go on to explore the constraints that shape lender behavior in the current market and how those constraints might relate to current policy.

The paper proceeds as follows: the first section discusses different models of underwriting that lenders might employ, importing lessons from other consumer lending sectors. The second section takes a look at the current private lending market using data from the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS) and MeasureOne, a firm that tracks the private student loan industry. The third section draws on a series of interviews with established and emerging lenders to outline current underwriting practices and the forces that shape lender behavior today. The final section concludes with some implications for policy and higher education reform.

**Approaches to Underwriting: Looking Backward or Looking Forward?**

Consumer lending markets typically rely on a consumer’s credit score in determining his or her eligibility to borrow, the maximum amount of the loan, and the interest rate. A borrower’s credit score represents a summation of his or her past experiences with credit and other financial obligations, and lenders tend to rely on it because of its predictive power vis-à-vis an applicant’s future repayment behavior. Research indicates that baseline credit scores are highly correlated with subsequent borrower behavior.\(^\text{10}\)

Credit scores are also readily available and simple to understand, which lowers the cost of underwriting. Private firms track individuals’ credit usage, score them on a scale (usually from 300 to 850), and provide access to those scores for a fee. Perhaps most importantly, regulators have deemed credit scores to be a legally acceptable underwriting criterion.

Private student loans are markedly different from other consumer loans. Mortgages and car loans often feature collateral that a lender can seize in the event of default. In contrast, educational investments are unsecured—a lender cannot seize an individual’s diploma. In addition, investing in a house or car is unlikely to fundamentally change the individual’s ability to repay the loan. But investing in education has, on average, a positive effect on a borrower’s risk profile; college-educated people are more likely to be employed and earn more than high school graduates.

As such, using credit scores—a summary of past financial history—as the basis for allocating student loans is actually quite peculiar.\(^\text{11}\) Many students, especially those just graduating from high school, do not have any significant credit history that might enable them to get a loan on traditional terms. But most students want to invest in education on the rationale that it will increase their future earnings, among other potential benefits.

Therefore it could be more profitable for lenders to make credit available to students based on a wider array of factors than their credit history alone, particularly the likelihood that a student’s investment is likely to change his or her future circumstances. Put another way, looking to the past to assess the likelihood of repayment ignores important, but admittedly uncertain, information about the borrower’s ability to repay in the future.
At the same time, that uncertainty—and the lack of collateral—leads lenders to be wary about lending capital to finance education. Economist Milton Friedman identified this tension in the 1950s. He argued that, although vocational or professional education’s function was to “raise the economic productivity of the human being,” the fact that a prospective student borrower “has no security to offer other than his future earnings” makes it difficult for him or her to get a traditional loan. The inability to obtain financing, in turn, leads to underinvestment in human capital. This “imperfection in the capital market,” as Friedman described it, is one argument for government to provide targeted student aid.

This, then, is the rub: the average student stands to benefit economically from investing in education, which could well transform their earning potential. A lender who was able to predict those outcomes could expand their pool of borrowers to include individuals who are currently underserved. But the outcome for any given student is uncertain, making it a risky bet for lenders. Meanwhile, lending on the basis of past credit history carries far less risk but excludes many who would benefit from the pool.

An ideal student loan would consider the value of the investment a student is making—its effect on his or her future earning potential—in addition to or instead of traditional measures of creditworthiness. We refer to this concept as “forward-looking underwriting.” At the very least, an ideal private student lender would also consider information beyond a prospective borrower’s credit score or the availability of a cosigner—measures that likely disqualify a substantial number of young people from lower-income families. For instance, some new consumer lenders are using additional data sources, such as measures of a student’s academic performance. In contrast, traditional approaches to underwriting tend to focus on a limited number of “backward-looking” criteria—credit scores, cosigners, and debt-to-current income ratios—and do not consider the potential value of a student’s educational investment.

For policymakers who see private financing as a tool to improve higher education, the degree to which private student lenders have incentives to adopt augmented or forward-looking underwriting models is a key question. The answer has implications for whether the private market can both supply capital to students who will benefit from further schooling and limit capital for programs that offer a poor rate of return.

A backward-looking market, particularly one based on only traditional credit measures, would undersupply financing in cases where a student has strong future potential but no credit history or eligible cosigner. This is not an insignificant number of potential borrowers: according to the National Consumer Reporting Association, almost 70 million Americans either do not have a credit score or have a credit file so thin that applying traditional scoring methodologies is difficult. Not surprisingly, that population is disproportionately composed of low-income and minority consumers.

At the same time, a backward-looking market could also oversupply credit for programs that are not worth the investment, limiting the extent to which private involvement would increase market discipline. Consider, for example, a private lender who makes funds available based on a cosigner’s current circumstances, not the borrower’s future earning potential. The underwriting process would not condition the amount a student can borrow on their expected future earnings. Therefore, it would still be possible for students with good credit or cosigners to borrow for programs that are unlikely to produce a positive return, resulting in a lack of market discipline similar to what prevails today.

Overall, identifying how private student loans might play a more productive role in advancing public goals requires a better grasp on how the current market operates. Who relies on private loans? How many are made each year? And how do lenders decide to whom to lend money?

The next section of the paper looks at these questions, using a mix of quantitative data and interviews with industry experts. We go on to explore why the market might operate the way it does and whether there are public policy barriers that bias it against alternative underwriting models.
The Current Private Student Loan Market

What does private student lending look like today, and how has it changed over the past decade? We leverage two data sources to explore the status quo: student-level data from the NPSAS and aggregate data on market share and market performance from MeasureOne. Both datasets tell a similar story: private student loans make up a small fraction of overall student borrowing, and that fraction has decreased since the period immediately preceding the recession.

Who Receives Private Student Loans, and How Much? Figure 1 uses data from the public-use NPSAS (computed via PowerStats) to display the percentage of independent, dependent, and graduate student borrowers who reported borrowing private student loans in 2004, 2008, and 2012, disaggregated by the amount of private loan debt. The denominator here counts all students who reported having accumulated some amount of student loan debt (federal or private) by the time of the survey. The overall patterns are similar if we include nonborrowers in the denominator (see Figure A1 in the appendix), although as you would imagine, reliance on private loans is even less frequent when nonborrowers are included.

Figure 1 indicates that private loan borrowing peaked in 2008, on the cusp of the financial crisis and the subsequent credit crunch. That year, 31 percent of dependent and 25 percent of independent borrowers reported a private loan balance. Among dependents, 8 percent reported balances of $10,000 or larger in

Figure 1. Percentage of Independent, Dependent, and Graduate Student Borrowers with Private Loans in 2004, 2008, and 2012, by Amount Borrowed

Source: US Department of Education, National Postsecondary Student Aid Study 2004, 2008, 2012, https://ncoes.ed.gov/surveys/npsas/. Note: Calculation based on respondents who reported any cumulative loan balance (variable name BORAMT1>=S1). Because the object of the analysis was to provide a picture of the market as a whole, we chose to combine full-time and part-time students. Disaggregated analysis of these groups are available upon request.
2008. Among those who reported a private loan, the median dependent borrower owed $5,500, and the median independent borrower owed $4,000.

By 2012, reliance on private loans had fallen precipitously. Just 14 percent of dependent undergraduate borrowers reported that they had private loans, and more than half of them reported balances of less than $5,000. Private loans were even less prevalent among independent borrowers in 2012, with 8 percent reporting any private loan balance at all and just over 1 percent reporting balances $10,000 or greater. Among those who reported a private loan, the median balance was $4,000 in both groups.

The 2004 numbers look much like 2012, except for graduate students. Graduate students were the most likely of the three groups to have borrowed private loans in 2004, but in 2008 and 2012 they were the least likely to do so. The likely explanation here is the introduction of the federal Graduate PLUS loan program in 2006, which allowed unlimited borrowing up to the cost of attendance. Before the PLUS program, federal loans for graduate students were capped, ostensibly leading more of those students to borrow in the private market than in the past.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of private student loan debt among dependent borrowers, disaggregated by the type of institution they attended. (The analogous chart for independent students, Figure A2, is in the appendix.) Dependent students at private non-profit four-year colleges were most reliant on private loans in 2012, with nearly 20 percent of dependent borrowers reporting a private student loan balance. Nearly 11 percent of those borrowers reported private balances of $5,000 or greater. At four-year public schools, 13 percent had a private loan balance, and 5 percent owed $5,000 or more. For-profit colleges fell between the two, where 15 percent of borrowers accessed the private market. Less than 7 percent of
community college borrowers reported private loans in 2012.

Figure 3 displays the distribution of private loan debt across dependent borrowers in each year, disaggregated by family income quartile. Upper-income students were about twice as likely to rely on private student loans as lower-income students (8 percent). That pattern is consistent across years, although every group—including low-income students—was far more likely to have borrowed private student loans in 2008. Indeed, borrowers in the lowest income quartile were nearly three times as likely to report a private loan in 2008 as in 2012.

The income-based differences may partly reflect backward-looking underwriting, but they also reflect the mix of institutions that students in different quartiles attend. Higher-income students are more likely to attend private colleges where tuition costs are more expensive. Lower-income students are more likely to attend less expensive public colleges. These students are also eligible for need-based state and federal grants (such as the Pell Grant), which should reduce their reliance on loans, including those from the private market.

However, differences across income groups are evident even after considering the net price dependent borrowers face—the price of attendance after subtracting grants and scholarships—as shown in Figure 4. Among students facing net prices in the top quartile in 2012, 14 percent of those in the bottom income quartile borrowed private loans, compared to 26 percent of those in the third income group and 20 percent in the highest income group. The income gap in reliance on private loans is also evident among students paying $7,500 or more in net price. The differences in

Figure 3. Percentage of Dependent Student Borrowers with Private Loans by Parents’ Income Quartile and Private Loan Balance, 2004, 2008, 2012
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Continued on the next page.
private loan borrowing between the bottom income quartile and the third and fourth quartiles were statistically significant in 2012.

These patterns probably reflect a combination of the availability of federal Parent PLUS loans and private lenders’ underwriting standards. Parent PLUS loans do have a basic credit check—for example, you are not eligible if you have defaulted on a loan in the recent past—but their underwriting standard is less stringent than is typical among private lenders. These federal loans are therefore easier to obtain than private loans and, although they carry a relatively high interest rate and a sizeable origination fee, may still be more affordable for lower-income students who face high rates in the private market. Importantly, Parent PLUS loans also lack any kind of debt-to-income measure limiting how much a parent may borrow. Annual limits are based on the cost of attendance not covered by other aid, and there is no lifetime limit.

In other words, some families are likely choosing to borrow federal parent loans instead of private loans, while others are doing so because they are not eligible for a private loan under existing underwriting standards. Indeed, Figure 5 shows that low-income borrowers facing net prices in the top quartile were more than twice as likely to have a Parent PLUS balance as they were to report a private loan in 2012. (See Figure 4.) Upper-income families are even more reliant on Parent PLUS; 33 percent of borrowers from the top income quartile who paid high net prices had a Parent PLUS loan.

In 2008, that pattern was reversed. Dependent borrowers paying high and moderate net prices were much
Figure 5: Percentage of Dependent Borrowers Whose Families Borrowed Parent PLUS Loans by Income Quartile, Net Price Quartile, and PLUS Loan Balance, 2004, 2008, and 2012


Note: Parent PLUS loan balances correspond to NPSAS variable PLUSAMT. Family income quartiles (DEPINC) and net price quartiles vary across years. See Appendix Table 1 for details. Interpret percentages marked with an “!” with caution. The estimate is unstable because standard error represents more than 30 percent of estimate. Parent PLUS borrowing rates were very low among those families facing net prices in the bottom quartile, and the estimates had large standard errors. Therefore, we do not report them here.
more likely to have a private loan than a Parent PLUS loan. And the gaps in private loan borrowing across income groups evident in 2012 were less evident in 2008 and 2004. In fact, the pattern is nonexistent among students paying net prices in the top quartile, where families in the bottom and second income quartiles borrowed at rates comparable to those in the third income quartile. (See Figure 4.) Private borrowing rates were lower overall in 2004, but families paying high net prices were about equally likely to rely on private loans regardless of their income.

Bear in mind that the composition of borrowers in each group was changing over time. Collectively, though, the figures tell a familiar story about the credit market in the first decade of the 2000s. The private loan numbers from 2008 reflect the credit boom of the pre-recession period. When the housing bubble burst and the secondary market for loan-backed securities shrank, private loan markets tightened up dramatically, and lenders raised underwriting standards. In the NPSAS data, we see that in the marked shift from private loans to Parent PLUS between 2008 and 2012. To be clear: even though private lenders extended credit to a wider array of students and families in 2008 than they do today, that does not necessarily mean that those loans encouraged responsible borrowing and market discipline—as the housing market of that era can attest to.

Aggregate data from other sources echo the changes we see in the individual-level data. MeasureOne’s data show that private student loan disbursements from the six largest private lenders hit $7 billion in 2008–09 and fell to $5.7 billion in 2010–11 and $6 billion in 2011–12.16 Recall though that those dollars were spread across more students, because the recession drove a boom in enrollments. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) estimates that the private loan volume at large bank lenders went from $10.1 billion in 2008 to $5.6 billion in 2010.17 That same report also found a marked decline in student loan asset-backed securities, from a high of more than $16 billion in 2006 to about $3 billion in 2011.

These aggregate data also suggest that underwriting standards tightened post-crisis. According to MeasureOne, almost 94 percent of undergraduate loans had a cosigner in academic year 2014–15.18 That is up from 74 percent in 2008–09. The CFPB’s analysis of data from large lenders found that more than 90 percent of private loans had a cosigner in 2011, compared with just over 50 percent in 2005.19 The average FICO scores of private loan borrowers also increased post-crisis, from about 650 in 2007 to more than 700 by 2011.

These trends indicate that private loans are a small part of the higher education market and that their role shrank over the past decade. This mainly reflects the financial crisis and the subsequent credit crunch, but also the expansion of federal loan limits for undergraduate and graduate students. To many advocates, this likely reads as a success story—fewer students are borrowing private loans with higher interest rates and no income-based protections. Many students and families probably see the expansion of federal programs as a win as well.

But there are still reasons to ask whether private lending could play a more productive role than it does today, especially in light of continued concerns about tuition inflation, college quality, and the performance of the federal loan portfolio. To answer that question, however, it is helpful to know more about the underwriting methodologies used by private lenders.

The Status Quo in Private Student Loan Underwriting. How do lenders decide who should get a private student loan and on what terms? The data seem to suggest that most private lenders have adopted traditional underwriting standards. More than 9 in 10 private student loans have a cosigner. The individual-level analyses show that lower-income borrowers facing higher net prices were less likely to borrow on the private market than higher-income peers facing similar prices in 2012. But do underwriting standards explain these patterns? And are lenders experimenting with new underwriting models?

To fill in these blanks, we conducted a series of interviews with private lenders and industry experts to ask them about current underwriting practices. In all, we conducted 12 interviews, seven with lenders and five
with industry experts. The lenders represented a mix of newer entrants to the marketplace and larger, more established players. MeasureOne estimates that the six leading private lenders are responsible for two-thirds of the outstanding private loan balances; we interviewed representatives at two of them. The industry experts come from a wide variety of backgrounds, including a former regulator, people with experience at private lenders, and student-aid analysts. While far from a representative sample, the mix of interviewees provided a variety of perspectives on the private lending industry.

Overall, the interviews confirmed our sense that most lenders have adopted a backward-looking and largely traditional underwriting model. Larry Lutz, senior vice president at USA Funds and an expert on the private student loan industry, summed up the status quo: “The vast preponderance of loans continue today to be based on traditional underwriting models that are some combination of borrower and cosigner credit scores and—in some cases—debt-to-income ratios.” In fact, most private student loans tend to be based primarily on the financial situation of the cosigners (usually parents), rather than on the students’ future situations.

Dan Feshbach, founder and CEO of MeasureOne, stated succinctly, “What’s going on in the private student market right now is family lending rather than student lending.” Financial aid expert Mark Kantrowitz agreed: “What you’re really doing is a traditional loan to a parent borrower based on the parent’s credit scores and the parent’s ability to repay. It’s almost like ignoring the student entirely.”

New Underwriting Models. While traditional underwriting models are most common, a small but growing number of firms are lending to students on the basis of additional information, including estimates of future earnings. For example, a newer lender named MPower Financing opts against using traditional credit scores at all in its underwriting, a decision driven by part of its mission: to finance international students who typically have no credit history in the United States. In lieu of credit scores, the firm considers an array of factors including the quality of the institution, internships the student has taken advantage of, and the likely return on investment of the student’s program, with no one factor determining whether a student will get funding. MPower is still relatively small, though; they are on track to originate $20–40 million in loans in 2016 out of an overall industry size of roughly $8 billion.

Most private student loans tend to be based primarily on the financial situation of the cosigners (usually parents), rather than on the students’ future situations.

Other new entrants rely on a mix of traditional credit scores and other factors. One example is Skills Fund, a new organization that lends only to students who attend boot camp programs that meet particular benchmarks on student outcomes. Skills Fund Founder Rick O’Donnell told us, “We base our underwriting partly on the prospective income of the student after they’ve completed a program, and that’s how we are able to lend to many more students.”

Skills Fund recently announced that it had decided not to partner with 25 percent of the schools the firm has evaluated. According to O’Donnell, the primary reasons Skills Fund passes on a provider are low return on investment or a sense that they are “not ready for prime time”—for example, they have not shown sufficient employer engagement or gone through the licensure process.

Pave, which makes loans for education and other projects, has also adopted an augmented underwriting model. David Rosen, Pave’s chief credit officer, noted that the firm looks at factors such as program-level attrition rates, placement rates, and graduates’ starting salaries. Eventually, Pave hopes to be able to lend without requiring FICO scores from applicants.

Climb Credit, founded in 2014, has established partnerships with more than 60 providers that it has determined provide students with a positive return on investment. By including factors beyond traditional credit measures, these lenders can identify prospects who may lack a credit history but would likely be able to repay a loan after school.
Interestingly, some of these forward-looking lenders insist that partner institutions not only meet outcome benchmarks but also share in the risk of the loans made to their students. O’Donnell, for example, explained how institutions in Skills Fund’s portfolio are responsible for a portion of the losses that result from loan defaults. This practice, he says, helps to align the incentives for all parties involved.\(^30\) Climb Credit and Goal Structured Solutions (GS2), another lender experimenting with a forward-looking model, have established similar risk-sharing arrangements with partner institutions.\(^31\)

While these innovative lenders are growing quickly, they represent a drop in the private lending bucket. The majority of private loans are made the old-fashioned way: credit scores and cosigners. As Ken Ruggiero, CEO of GS2, emphasized about current models, “The incumbent lenders provide much-needed liquidity to families, but in a significant majority of the cases, it’s the cosigner’s credit that helps the student get the loan.”\(^32\)

That approach clearly excludes many students who face credit constraints. As Lutz explained, “There are certainly a lot of people out there today who cannot get a [private] student loan on their own credit and who are unable to produce a creditworthy cosigner.”\(^33\)

Are there obstacles that stand in the way of greater experimentation with nontraditional underwriting models? The next section focuses on concerns that interviewees cited as constraints on the growth of forward-looking lending approaches.

**Constraints on New Underwriting Models**

It is not clear that the private student loan market must operate the way it does today. Indeed, our interviewees identified several factors that seem to stack the deck against innovative underwriting. Some of these factors reflect the nature of higher education as an investment and the financial challenge of building a sustainable lending business based on new, untested models—aspects policymakers will be hard-pressed to change. But other obstacles reflect statute and regulation, which suggests that targeted reforms could help foster a wider array of private loan options for students.

**Fair Lending Requirements of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.** Many interviewees felt that the fair lending requirements of the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA)—as well as similar state laws, where applicable—may unintentionally stunt the development of nontraditional student lending models. In general, the ECOA prohibits lenders from discriminating on the basis of protected characteristics, specifically “race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, because an applicant receives income from a public assistance program, or because an applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.”\(^34\) In its most basic form, the law prohibits lenders from intentionally discriminating—in providing access to credit and pricing that credit—based on protected characteristics, a practice known as “disparate treatment.”

Our interviewees did not express concern about this law’s basic goal, which is namely to prevent discrimination against particular groups that have historically encountered prejudice. Nor did the interviewees suggest that the disparate treatment standard was an obstacle to alternative underwriting methodologies.

But many did raise concerns about the potential application of the law’s “disparate impact” standard to new underwriting models.\(^35\) Under disparate impact, a lender’s practices may conflict with the ECOA even absent intentional discrimination if a factor used in the underwriting process results in lending decisions that have a discriminatory effect on a protected class of borrowers.\(^36\) For instance, in employment decisions—the origin of disparate impact—an employer could be liable for disparate impact discrimination if a written test administered to all applicants impedes a protected class, unless there is a defensible business purpose for the test and there are no less discriminatory ways to achieve the same goal.\(^37\)

In consumer lending, regulators have generally allowed the use of credit scores for underwriting purposes, despite their obvious correlation with key demographic characteristics. But the emergence of alternative lending methodologies may make disparate impact issues more likely, and financial regulators have indicated that they are following the growing alternative lending industry carefully.\(^38\)
In the context of student lending, there appears to be little precedent regarding disparate impact. However, a 2012 report by the CFPB explicitly mentioned concerns about whether lenders’ use of institutional Cohort Default Rates (CDR) in underwriting raised potential fair lending flags:

Private student lenders’ use of CDR at very low default levels may present fair lending concerns because, as discussed below, racial and ethnic minority students are disproportionately concentrated in schools with higher CDRs. Accordingly, use of CDR to determine loan eligibility, underwriting, and pricing may have a disparate impact on minority students by reducing their access to credit and requiring those minority students who meet the lenders’ eligibility thresholds to pay higher rates than are otherwise available to similarly creditworthy non-Hispanic White students at schools with lower CDRs.39

The report does not definitively state that lenders’ use of CDR as part of their underwriting criteria actually violates fair lending prohibitions; as the authors note, the agency lacked the application-level data necessary to make those determinations. But the report makes clear that the bureau feels this practice may be a violation of fair lending requirements.

In light of statements such as these from regulators, interviewees felt that the disparate impact standard could affect the availability of private loans that underwrite on a forward-looking basis. For example, one expert (who wished to remain anonymous) noted, “I would think it would be foolhardy to do [alternative underwriting] based on the current regulatory environment and the state of the law.”40

O’Donnell suggested that a regulatory trigger would likely be inevitable: “I think it is highly likely some ambitious state attorney general will make a case out of lenders, in essence redlining and creating a disparate impact with new-fangled underwriting standards, regardless of whether those underwriting standards technically are valid. It’s a huge risk for all FinTech companies.”41 He argued that the smartest new firms have planned ahead for such regulatory challenges.

Others were more sanguine about reconciling alternative underwriting methods and fair lending requirements. Manu Smadja of MPower argued that, while fair lending laws pose a risk, he “wouldn’t go so far as to call them inhibiting.” He went on:

I think the laws are there for a reason. They’re based on the right intent, so companies that use these laws as an excuse not to innovate in this space I think are not being completely honest with themselves. Financial institutions can apply forward-looking models and comply with existing regulation. In MPower’s case, we believe our forward-looking model is actually a fairer system as, by definition, it doesn’t discriminate against one’s background and focuses on one’s potential.42

Some of these differences in perception likely hinge on the uncertainty and ambiguity that surrounds this area of law. As Rosen described, “I am not going to come out and say fair lending laws inhibit good risk management, but I am also not going to come out and say fair lending laws provide clear methods for demonstrating compliance.”43

On this point, it is important to note that a disparate impact finding would not necessarily violate the law. A lender can argue that even if a factor used in underwriting creates a disparate impact, it is essential for business purposes and that there is no less discriminatory way to achieve the same end.44 In fact, such a defense will likely be crucial to the success of alternative underwriting models because protected characteristics might correlate to other factors that lenders use in their model, such as the future earnings of graduates from a particular school or program.

Mounting such a defense, however, might be difficult and costly. And those costs might detract from—or outweigh—the potential benefit of adopting a forward-looking underwriting model. The anonymous industry expert pointed out that providing quantitative proof that a model is statistically valid—to the level that will satisfy a regulator—can be a time-consuming and expensive process. Many lenders may not have the incentive to risk adopting new underwriting techniques if doing so could lead to a protracted back-and-forth
with regulators over a model that may not ultimately pass muster.

Given this uncertainty, some interviewees suggested that policymakers could help clarify the relationship between fair lending requirements and student loan underwriting. One lender remarked on the gray area in the current law and described how his firm worked with three or four different law firms, each time receiving a slightly different interpretation of the law. He suggested that the government could do two things on this front: first, tighten the regulation around fair lending in a way that allows for the use of new metrics. Second, provide some certainty that the new regulation will not change in a matter of months. In his opinion, such uncertainty discourages investment in these models.

Why should policymakers care? Ironically, fair lending laws intended to ensure equal access to credit may actually limit access for those who need it. After all, if private lenders rely almost exclusively on traditional criteria such as FICO scores—which regulators have accepted even though they are highly correlated with race and income—then disadvantaged students will have less access to credit. As Kantrowitz notes:

> There already is the equivalent of redlining in the private student loans because of the use of traditional credit scores, which reduces the likelihood of lending to a minority student or to poor students. If you look at the actual data today about who gets private student loans, it is in effect redlining. So the question is not going to be whether or not this is discriminating, but whether it’s illegal discrimination.

To the extent that concerns about disparate impact dampen lenders’ willingness to use forward-looking information in their underwriting, they may diminish access to credit.

**Data.** Underwriting on the basis of a program’s expected value also requires data on program outcomes—how likely are students to graduate, get a job, and earn a decent living. In the absence of reliable data on these questions, most lenders will have little choice but to rely on credit scores, which are readily available. As Feshbach from MeasureOne pointed out, “We follow this relatively closely and . . . it’s very difficult. The federal loan program data isn’t really available to develop a lot of the [forward-looking] ideas.”

Wage data do exist, and lenders can and do use these sources to underwrite. PayScale, for example, provides some crowdsourced information about the earnings of graduates from different institutions and different fields of study. The Bureau of Labor Statistics tabulates average earnings across occupations and degree types for different regions.

Ironically, fair lending laws intended to ensure equal access to credit may actually limit access for those who need it.

As Rosen points out, “There is some publicly available information out there around average salaries from different majors and different industries that we’ve started to use in our modeling.” According to Jeff Weinstein, an industry expert who now works with Vemo Education (a firm specializing in income-based student financing), lenders can find “proxies that get them 60 to 70 percent of the way there,” and funding pools of students can help mitigate the remaining risk outside of large macroeconomic shocks.

What if government provided additional data on labor market outcomes? Many interviewees suggested it would help in developing underwriting models. Weinstein indicated that “having some more detailed information, especially when you look at the dynamics of what happens to an individual over the course of time as opposed to things that are presented in the aggregate—that definitely is helpful.”

As Kantrowitz noted, “Taking the College Scorecard data but breaking it down to the program level will help lenders. . . . If you’ve got the data [broken out by] degree, the likelihood of graduating, and the income earned a number of years out, you get 80 percent of the way there.”

Some lenders reported that they are already making use of earnings and repayment data that the federal
government released as part of the “gainful employment” regulation and the revamped College Scorecard. Ruggiero described how a nursing program that GS2 has partnered with is using federal data to facilitate lending: “They have provided us with academic and gainful employment information so we can determine and predict the quality of their graduates. The plan is to make the loan directly to the student without the need for a cosigner.”52

Smadja said that MPower Financing pounced on the newly available federal Scorecard data: “As soon as the new College Scorecard came out, we used that data in our models.”53 It follows that efforts to make additional student-outcome data available would further enable forward-looking lending models.

Securitization. Securitization—the practice of packaging loans and selling them as an asset-backed security on the secondary market—is essential to lenders’ ability to raise capital on a large scale. But it can also dampen innovations in underwriting. Specifically, if potential investors see more risk than upside in using factors other than credit scores to make and price loans, then lenders who wish to experiment with new metrics will have difficulty raising capital. As Kantrowitz notes:

The way the capital markets view these kinds of things is like a traditional loan. What is the interest rate on the loan? Is it fixed or variable? What is the repayment term, and what are the credit scores? They are very comfortable predicting the cash flows based on that.

The fact that this borrower might be a better bet—they ignore it. It’s not something that goes into the investor’s decision making because there isn’t enough historical data for them to say, “Well, this is going to influence the cash flows in this way.” And so they’re using what they know, what they’re comfortable with, to decide whether or not to invest.54

Others agreed. “People want to securitize these loans,” said Rosen. “So, to be able to package them and get rated by a rating agency, for some of the bigger companies it’s very easy to do if you have a standard measure like FICO. It’s a lot harder to do that if you have a proprietary underwriting that doesn’t have years of history.”55

Lutz stated that “asset-backed securitization markets—and the rating agencies upon which investors in those markets rely—will tell you that until you can show 10 years of regressive data on how these factors perform, you’re not going to get any credit for them. Until these data exist, the operating assumption is that you’re just handing out money.”56

This sets up something akin to a chicken-or-egg problem: investors are reluctant to purchase loans that deviate from traditional underwriting models unless lenders can demonstrate a track record with their criteria. However, investor reticence makes it difficult for lenders to raise the capital needed to test and prove those models. As a result, lenders attempting to offer these types of options may have to do so at a relatively small scale for quite a long time.

While Smadja agrees about the current appetite among investors, he and others were more bullish on the potential secondary market, arguing that “there is definitely the capability in [the investor] space. . . . We’re dealing with very sophisticated analysts who are used to working with a lot more data and who are just not given that option currently. I think there will be a lot of appetite in the secondary market.”57

Ruggiero also appeared optimistic, making his pitch to investors based on the outcomes achieved by his institutional partners: “Let’s talk about the quality of the institution, the quality of the program, and then the quality of the graduates.”58

It may help to look at trends in consumer credit markets more broadly. After all, as noted earlier, several new lenders are exploring alternative underwriting approaches and growing rapidly in the process. For instance, SoFi, a lender founded in late 2011 and employing its own alternative underwriting approach, had completed $2.6 billion in student loan securities by December 2015.59 Thus, there is clearly some appetite among investors for consumer loans that deviate from traditional underwriting, although SoFi is mainly focused on refinancing federal loans to graduate students, a low-risk proposition. Loans made directly to undergraduates based on new criteria are obviously a very different product.
In the end, it remains to be seen whether investors will recognize and reward these new underwriting models. Weinstein sees a “little bit of a slog” to get to the point where investors trust alternative education lenders: “I think there is a big upfront hurdle in developing that track record for some kind of financial instrument that doesn’t have collateral and doesn’t have any kind of cosigner.”

Market Size and Crowd Out. Finally, there is the elephant in the room: the impact of federal loans on the market for private loans. As mentioned earlier, because taxpayer subsidies provide very favorable terms, federal loans represent an overwhelming fraction of the student loan market, with private loans occupying a small niche.

---

**Federal law requires that financial aid administrators encourage students to exhaust their federal loans before going to the private market.**

Private loans are mostly used to “top off” students who run into federal loan limits or to finance programs that are not eligible for federal aid. They are complements to federal loans, not substitutes. In fact, federal law requires that financial aid administrators encourage students to exhaust their federal loans before going to the private market. Interviewees suggested that the dominance of federal loans makes it difficult for new, innovative lenders to reach the kind of scale necessary to build a profitable and sustainable business model. O’Donnell in particular emphasized the importance of scale to any lending enterprise:

In financing, scale is everything if you want to be profitable without having to charge usurious rates. The fixed costs for a bank or any lender to originate a hundred million dollars of loans is almost the same as the cost to originate a billion dollars of loans. Markets where the total new loans issued in a year are under a billion dollars are generally considered to be a niche market.

The mortgage industry, the auto industry, and the credit card industry are tens of billions of dollars a year. If you are a bank, you’ve got to hire salespeople, develop underwriting expertise, invest in the technology, invest in the servicing, and invest in regulatory compliance, and the costs are too high to justify a small niche.

Some of the additional costs—and risks—that come with forward-looking underwriting only reinforce these questions of scale. Some of these costs relate to the need to develop new models: investments in data, research, and analysts that could involve substantial time and money. Some costs relate to the establishment of partnerships with institutions, such as those Skills Fund relies on when determining which schools to finance. Finally, some costs are regulatory. A former regulator (who also wished to remain anonymous) argued that the risks associated with these lending models might not be worth it given the limited size of the private student lending market:

How big is the private student loan market, $6 to $7 billion? If you’re a large bank, how much effort do you put into your private student loan business to buffer it against potential fair lending issues when, even if you garner 10 percent of the market, it’s $600 million per year? Look at that in comparison to what your mortgage and your auto book might be. It just may not be worth the effort in many ways.

As a result, some interviewees argued that new private lending models would likely become more prevalent if the industry had additional space to expand. Weinstein, for example, argued that “if the federal loan programs were more targeted to specific student populations, more specific student circumstances, and more specific program types, then there would be more of an opportunity for this type of alternative funding.”

---

**Policy Implications**

Some of the factors highlighted earlier represent intrinsic hurdles to adopting and expanding new, more forward-looking underwriting methods. For
example, it will take some time to develop enough of a track record to demonstrate the viability of a particular model to third-party investors. That said, we highlight three steps that policymakers could take to facilitate the development of these models, as well as one note of caution.

**Investigate and Clarify Fair Lending Laws’ Effect on Nontraditional Underwriting.** Many interviewees felt that disparate impact concerns were dampening experimentation with alternative lending models. That said, it would be premature—and outside the scope of this paper—to argue for any particular changes to federal antidiscrimination laws. Instead, additional analysis and research regarding the degree to which these laws may—or may not—inhibit underwriting practices in student finance could benefit students and the system as a whole.

Given the potential benefits of underwriting methodologies that could extend credit to underserved groups and reward quality programs and institutions, policymakers and researchers should look more closely at the interaction of these two policy areas. If further research unearths particular barriers to innovation, policymakers should identify opportunities to offer additional clarity on what practices are acceptable while maintaining fair lending protections.

**Make More Data Available About Programmatic and Institutional Performance.** As we discussed earlier, forward-looking underwriting requires labor market data that enable lenders to predict future income. Some data are already available, such as various state-level longitudinal databases. The revised College Scorecard, which included a wide range of performance information about institutions, is already in use by some lenders using a forward-looking approach.

But the federal government could go further in making student-outcome information—disaggregated by program and institution—available to the public and to third parties such as private lenders. Regrettably, legislation passed in 2008 prohibits the federal government from collecting the kind of student-level data necessary to develop accurate completion and labor market metrics. Policymakers—particularly conservatives—who wish to promote private lending activity in higher education should consider ways to provide the sort of data that would help new underwriting models take root while protecting privacy and preventing federal overreach.

**Cap Federal PLUS Loans and Create More Space for Alternative and Forward-Looking Private-Sector Options.** The federal PLUS loan program currently entitles graduate students and parents of dependent undergraduates to borrow up to the cost of attendance with no annual or lifetime limits. There are significant problems associated with this policy: graduate students and parents can easily borrow more than they will be able to repay, leaving taxpayers on the hook for collection costs and unpaid balances. Lending without regard to an institution’s quality or price likely contributes to tuition inflation, exacerbating college affordability problems. Finally, such expansive access to federal credit likely crowds out some of the innovative private lending models highlighted in this paper, models that could put greater market pressure on colleges to increase the value of their programs. In light of these issues, policymakers and researchers from across the ideological spectrum have advocated for reforms to PLUS loans.

Policymakers might therefore consider moving from a federal lending program that makes unlimited credit available and has little private-sector participation toward one that has stricter limits in place and space for innovative private options to fill resulting gaps. Borrowing limits would help protect students and taxpayers while mitigating the inflationary effects that federal loans have on tuition. Private underwriting could also inject greater market discipline, especially if they had the latitude and incentive to lend on a forward-looking basis.

Some critics may ask whether limiting PLUS would jeopardize access to credit for some students, especially since forward-looking private lending is still exceptionally rare. This is an important question, and there is a potential chicken-or-egg problem here. Federal crowding out limits the market for private lenders now, but it is unclear whether private lenders would expand access to credit immediately after caps were added to PLUS loans. Without better data and greater clarity on fair
lending, it is not clear they would be able to even if they wanted to.

But it is worth considering a few responses. First, Parent PLUS is not a loan to students but rather to parents—thus traditional underwriting approaches employed by most lenders would likely ensure that parents who have a reasonable ability to repay a loan are able to get one. Second, graduate students represent the least-risky segment of student borrowers and are often choosing programs with clear career paths, making it much more likely that forward-looking options will proliferate quickly absent unlimited federal borrowing. Indeed, some new lenders such as SoFi already originate loans for particular Masters in Business Administration programs. Finally, even absent a quick expansion in private credit in the wake of PLUS reforms, policymakers should consider whether federal loans must ensure access to any program at any price—rather than access to a range of reasonably priced options—given all the attendant costs of such a policy.

Be Wary of Government Guarantees. Some policymakers may be tempted to try to expand the role of private lending markets by restoring FFELP, the guaranteed lending program that existed until 2010, or by implementing a reformed version of that program. However, policymakers should be skeptical of this approach.

FFELP was “private” and “market-based” in name only; lenders had little discretion over the terms of the loans they made and the students and institutions that were eligible. They also bore almost no risk should their loans default; the program guaranteed 97 percent of each loan’s principal and interest. Whether the borrower repaid or defaulted, the bank was paid almost in full. In other words, FFELP included essentially no underwriting, and banks had little incentive to do any, forward-looking or otherwise.

Private loans with massive government guarantees (such as those made under FFELP) bear little resemblance to the types of forward-looking private loan models we discussed. And while some of these challenges can be mitigated by providing lenders with only a partial guarantee that is much smaller, there is significant potential for such a system to unravel as Congress attempts to use additional guarantees and subsidies to expand access to credit. Given the promising developments in the private lending market, policymakers would be better served trying to reduce legal and informational obstacles to innovative, purely private lenders.

Concluding Remarks

The emerging revolution in consumer finance, in which startups are moving beyond credit scores to use new measures of creditworthiness, could reshape private student lending. This would be a good thing; clearly the traditional, backward-looking models that dominate the market today fall short of what the market needs. Under the status quo, many students who could benefit from additional financing likely lose out, and the system muddles along with lots of credit but little accountability.

In contrast, a private finance market built around a broader set of underwriting criteria has the potential to expand opportunity while strengthening market discipline in the sector. As Smadja says of MPower’s approach, “[our model] is entirely dependent on the student’s potential. . . . We thought it wouldn’t be fair to judge students by who or how wealthy their parents are or where in the world they came from.”

Predicting how the industry will ultimately evolve is difficult. However, policymakers and researchers who wish to see greater private involvement can work to identify obstacles to forward-looking underwriting while ensuring consumer protection.
Appendix

**Figure A1. Percentage of Independent, Dependent, and Graduate Students Who Borrowed Private Loans by Private Loan Balance, 2004, 2008, 2012**


**Figure A2. Percentage of Independent Student Borrowers with Private Loans by Institution Type and Private Loan Balance, 2012**

Figure A3. Percentage of Independent Student Borrowers with Private Loans by Income Quartile and Private Loan Balance, 2004, 2008, 2012

Note: Income quartiles correspond to student and spousal income (INDEPINC); income and net price quartiles vary from year to year. See Appendix Table 1 for details. Interpret percentages marked with “!” caution; the standard error on those estimates represents more than 30 percent of estimate.

**Bottom Net Price Quartile**

- 2004: $10,000 or More (1), $5,000–9,999 (21), $1–4,999 (2), $1–4,999 (21)
- 2008: $10,000 or More (13), $5,000–9,999 (11), $1–4,999 (12), $1–4,999 (11)
- 2012: $10,000 or More (7), $5,000–9,999 (4), $1–4,999 (3), $1–4,999 (3)

**Middle Net Price Quartiles**

- 2004: $10,000 or More (4), $5,000–9,999 (4), $1–4,999 (4)
- 2008: $10,000 or More (15), $5,000–9,999 (16), $1–4,999 (15), $1–4,999 (11)
- 2012: $10,000 or More (1), $5,000–9,999 (2), $1–4,999 (2), $1–4,999 (3)
Figure A4. Percentage of Independent Borrowers with Private Loans, by Income Quartile, Net Price Quartile, and Private Loan Balance, 2004, 2008, 2012 (continued)

Note: Income quartiles correspond to student and spousal income (INDEPINC); income and net price quartiles vary from year to year. See Appendix Table 1 for details. Interpret percentages marked with “!” or “!!” with caution; the standard error on those estimates represents more than 30 percent or 50 percent of estimate, respectively.
Table 1. Income Quartiles and Net Price Quartiles over Time, 2004, 2008, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Less Than $32,000</td>
<td>$32,000–58,999</td>
<td>$59,000–90,999</td>
<td>$91,000 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Less Than $36,000</td>
<td>$36,000–66,999</td>
<td>$67,000–104,999</td>
<td>$105,000 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Less Than $30,000</td>
<td>$30,000–64,999</td>
<td>$65,000–105,999</td>
<td>$106,000 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Price Quartiles: Dependent Borrowers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Less Than $7,476</td>
<td>$7,476–11,704</td>
<td>$11,705–16,193</td>
<td>$16,194 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Less Than $8,334</td>
<td>$8,334–13,859</td>
<td>$13,860–20,011</td>
<td>$20,012 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Less Than $9,105</td>
<td>$9,105–15,360</td>
<td>$15,361–22,739</td>
<td>$22,740 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent Income Quartiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Less Than $11,000</td>
<td>$11,000–24,999</td>
<td>$25,000–48,999</td>
<td>$49,000 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Less Than $11,000</td>
<td>$11,000–25,999</td>
<td>$26,000–49,399</td>
<td>$49,400 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Less Than $7,500</td>
<td>$7,500–19,999</td>
<td>$20,000–41,999</td>
<td>$42,000 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Price Quartiles: Independent Borrowers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Less Than $4,661</td>
<td>$4,661–7,760</td>
<td>$7,761–11,905</td>
<td>$11,906 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Less Than $5,194</td>
<td>$5,194–9,110</td>
<td>$9,111–15,451</td>
<td>$15,452 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Less Than $6,360</td>
<td>$6,360–10,519</td>
<td>$10,520–16,798</td>
<td>$16,799 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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